foot of them prominent, and which to-day, as they assert, are not feet of Christmas. They accept the letter but reject the spirit of super-


eralization of knowledge that will open doors to the investigator with a good reason as memorable as the mathematical calculations which determine the distance of the planets from their orbit and center. The writer is surely elo-

cast, after careful and harmless and patient investi-
gation in which no permit for its use was secured, that the walking cries of John and Josiah, which are yet heard by learned and despising Christians, the world over, are capable of no positive and affirmative answer by demonstration as any fact in the catalogues of physical things. That there are persons who possess a psychic gift and can write, can console, and who through that natural gift can be able to become the instru-
ments of a higher power, through which by a super-

"ried the spirit into eternal life."
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luminous, and have described once and twice the spiritual state of the monastery of St. Francis and have been
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ension that the spirit into eternal life.